K-12 Flooring that Makes the Grade
K-12 schools need flooring that makes the grade in style and performance. With our range of options for both hard and soft surface flooring, Interface is the easy answer for virtually any area in your school.

Kid-Tested, Staff-Approved

Flooring is more than just a surface under your feet. Flexible spaces allow for collaboration, playful patterns and colors spark imagination, and acoustic properties foster a quiet learning environment. Plus you can breathe easier knowing our products and installation methods emit virtually zero VOCs into the air.

Care as Easy as ABC

Flexible K-12 schools are complex spaces, so your flooring should be simple from start to finish. It should be easy to clean, with minimal maintenance and no special equipment required. And, it should use high-quality materials. Your Interface flooring should last for years to come, but if a quick change is needed, our modular systems are simple to replace or reconfigure.
Carpet Tile
- Modular flooring systems ensure flexibility.
- Dense, premium nylon fibers hold up to heavy impact and resist snags.
- Solution-dyed fibers withstand harsh substances like bleach or hand sanitizers.
- Tiles stay on the floor with glue-free TacTiles® installation—no upcurl or rippling.
- i2® styles, with mergeable dye lots, allow for easy install and replacement even years later.

Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT)
- LVT works as a system with our carpet tiles—no transition strips needed.
- Ceramor™ ceramic bead coating provides a durable finish that resists scuffs and scratches.
- Provides optimal dimensional stability and flexibility thanks to an incorporated fiberglass layer.
- Individual tiles are easy to install.
- Students hear better with SoundChoice™ backing for noise reduction.

Premium Rubber Flooring
- nora® by Interface rubber flooring supports a functional life cycle that lasts for decades thanks to an extremely dense closed surface.
- Rubber is dimensionally stable and able to install over any sub-floor.
- Floors never require coating and are fully restorable—it’s maintenance made easy.
- Impervious to stains and resistant to moisture.
- Contributes to healthy indoor air quality.
Set Up for Success

From concept to completion, Interface Design Studio can work closely with you to create distinct designs that meet your vision and budget—whether it’s updating just one area of your school or branding the entire facility. Plus, our to-scale floor plan layouts can project overall waste and act as an installation guide for the flooring contractor.

Ready to Get Started?
Contact your Interface representative today.
And, if time is of the essence, you can count on our QuickShip program for fast turnaround on hundreds of coordinating products within just 10 business days.

Smart Choice For School And Planet

Our products are designed with the environment in mind. All of the flooring products that we sell—carpet tile, LVT, and premium rubber—are carbon neutral. And, through our ReEntry® program, Interface reclaims used carpet tile and LVT to turn into new flooring over and over again.